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POEM WRITING COMPETITION
Name of Event/Activity: Poem Writing Competition.

Theme: Fear Of Era-Corona

Venue: Online, TITUS II TEACHERS COLLEGE, THIRUVALLA

DATE: May 30th, 2020

Poem writing competition was conducted from 22nd May to 30th May on the topic 'FEAR OF THE ERA - CORONA'. 8 days were given to participants for the preparation. Out of 50 participants 3 winners were selected.
FEAR OF UNCERTAINTY

THEN,

“It’s in China, why would I fear?
Hey, other than I have a lot more to”, Replied self

AFTER,

Fear grown gradually, eventually and-
Suddenly in a trice as an uncertain horror!
Yes, the fear of invisible,
It devoured me like a black hole.

I feared, they feared-
To shake the hand, to hug and even to pray together
I feared, they feared-
To laugh openly, to sit close and to party.

I feared, they feared-
To touch the things, to open the door
I feared, they feared-
To hand the money, to step into shoes.

I feared, they feared-
As if how would be if we didn’t see for the final time?
I feared, even my beloved,
Am I doubted them as carriers unknown.

I feared even my towels, pens, all and all
I feared even me too!
I feared, I would cause and spread,
Fear of being isolated from dear and near.
NOW,

It is the invisibility among the visible to be feared;
Yes, the insecurity of the so called ‘secure’ age

It revived me to the abstractive-
I need less to live and live the life to its fullest.

Amidst the fear, fear itself proved the brevity of life;
Uncertain even for the certain as it mutated multiple times!
Man was seen busy from the beginning
No time to wait for another,
Run to lead a better life for gaining,
the Lapus Lazuli.
In the midst of time novel things happened
Earthquakes, hurricanes, wars destroyed
Half treasure of Earth.
Man from these fears relieved and,
strengthened by novel creations.
Man has passed through different atrocities
Discovered new things to fight crisis
Science improved reached dominant part.
And people finally made themselves as supreme.
At the time in a locii many lost lives.
And others neglected to see that.
One day a man in their locii affected and died
At that time they were furious to see, what it was
Recognised a minute body for the reason
And can't be seen with naked eye
The pandemic "Corona".

Shaped like a pendent with spikes,

Like the crown and rays from the sun.

Arised to show that man is a smallest creature.

Spread on every portion of Earth.

A novel virus killed thousands and lakhs of people.

Seems to be so frightening

Introduced new habits among people

Locked homes weared masks.

Careless deeds brought disease to thousands

Think now to stand as one,

Not by joining hands by joining minds

For a better future to irradicate,

The pandemic "Corona".
What CORONA Teach Us.......

Look around, see the world of wonders,
Feel the freshness of air that the nature offers
What a change happened around!!
Its all because of a tiny virus "CORONA"
His journey is very secret; no one can see him
He enters into the human body,
travels through the air cavities, attacks the lungs,
causes terrific breathing problems,
Sometimes 'HE' brings the humans along with him,
To the world of eternal life!
His arrival brings the whole world into a crucial condition
The schools, shops, offices...all are closed
and the entire world have undergone a locked down situation
MASKS becomes a common wear to the people,
SANITIZERS becomes a habit of them,
LOCKDOWN teaches a new way of pollutionless life,
Unhealthy junk food habits have been reduced,
Family relationships become strengthened
See, the wonders that a tiny virus have brought into!
Beware, 'HE' is strong enough to take away your life

As well as to give a new way of living!